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Goethe's Views of Wornen:
A Modern Perspective
KATHARINA MOMMSEN

In examing Goethe's views of wanen and those of many other authors, one
discovers that no other German writer has done as much as to raise the
general favorable attitude toward women as he did. DJring his lifetime, many outstanding wanen appeared in Germany, who bore the first
traits of emancipation and cleared the way for the pursuit of women's
rights. These wcmen regarded Goethe as their spokesman. They realized
that Goethe was particularly favorable toward them, that in him they
could find an advocate of their sex. Therefore it is not surprising
that these circles provided Goethe with ,an enthusiastic following.
Warnen were also responsible for initially procuring the proper recognition b f his work, especially among the early Romantics and in the Jewish salons in Berlin at the beginning of the nineteenth-century. Tbday
Goethe's high estimation of women has practically been forgotten.
Why does Goethe no longer ccme to mind? Why are his views of women no longer of any interest? The answer 1s simple: prejud1ces and
misunderstandings have replaced all clear conceptions. Gur not ions of
Goethe's views of wornen vacillate between the wildest extremes.
In
many circles, not only of laymen, Goethe is seen as an erotic pleasureseeker who during his long lifetime engaged in innunerable affairs.
The opposite extreme lies in the sensation caused by the tarne of a
Freudian psychoanalyst. He would make us believe that Goethe spent the
first four decades of his life as an ascetic, not engag1ng in any sexual relationship before his second stay in Rorne in 1787, when he was
thirty-eight years old. Neurotic tendenc1es such as the admiration for
his prematurely deceased sister, Cornel1a, made it almost impossible
for him to approach a woman during half of his lifetime.
Considered frorn a purely biographical point of view, Goethe's
views of warnen remain unintell1gible. We know too much and too little.
If one asks what he thought about the position of women in society,
then the answer remains equally ambiguous. Tbo much of Goethe's writing has escaped the memory of modem readers. 'lhe instruction and advice provided in abundance by his work no longer speak to uso This ' is
especially unfortunate for those women now fighting for equality, because it has becarne clear that Goethe in many ways improved the
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esteem for warnen by defending their values and rights, especially
against the traditional discrimination by men .
In my exam1nation of Goethe's views of warnen, I must necessarily
consider both approaches, the social as weIl as the biographical. One
needs to ask how Goethe regarded warnen in general and their position in
society, but also how he related to those wanen who played an important
role in his life, who received his love and admiration.
What Goethe thought about wcmen in general and their status in
society beccmes apparent in his portrayal of the warnen in his wark.
Here we encounter a general tendency that marks his conception of wanen
as innovative. Basically Goethe seeks to depict the difference between
the sexes not as a difference in status, in sharp contrast to the conventional views of his time. He regards men and warnen as equal in
rank. All discrimination against warnen results from custarn and convention and stands in contradiction to their actual nature. Women are
able to excel, like men, in more or less all fields. There is hardly a
domain frcm which Goethe excludes warnen. Three characteristics found
in his work contribute to the fact that this attitude toward wcmen appears almost as a conscious, underlying position.
1.

2.

3.

Goethe loves to portrary warnen in all possible fields as
possessing impressive and exceptional talents.
In the majority of his \'lOrks the confrontation between
hero and heroine gives us the opportunity to ask which
side carries the greater weight -- in tenns of talent,
character or strength, and valor. Often the warnen prove
to be superior to the men.
Goethe even shows the advantages of warnen of a dubious
type, who according to certain views wauld appear innately inferior to men.

The first woman Goethe created not only equal to, but superior to
a man, was Iphigenie. The way in which the heroine solves the conflict
between the men with peace and wisdom, appeases the twa heroic friends,
and makes the king change his mind, not only exalted the idea of humanity, but also newly defined the role of warnen. Goethe's Iphigenie contains the famous lines about the difficult lot of warnen, about what one
today would call the "constraints" to which warnen are subJected -- in
the renowned words of the opening monologue:
'Ihe lot of woman is atheme of wae l
At hcme and in the wars a man is master
Even in exile he can help himself,
Possession thrills him: victory is his crown,
A death of honor is prepared for h1m,
But how restricted is a woman's fortune!
Even obedience to a brutish husband
Is duty, consolation. What affliction
Comes when fate carnpels her into exilel
The Greek tragedy on which Iphigenie is based contains no observations
of this kind. In Goethe's play they invite a carnparison between Iphigenie and the other heroes. 'Ihe intellectual achievements of thls waman are even more impressive because they demonstrate her superiority
in spite of the discr1mination against her sex.
The educated, intellectual wcman appears repeatedly in Goethe's
wark. In Tasso, Leonore von Este, because of her outstanding intellectual abilitles, is in a way on a par with the 1mmensely gifted poet and
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in her famous lines she even allocates the role of moral guide to women: "If you will learn precisely what is fitting, I Do no more than
inquire of noble wcmen." In Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre we encounter
many signlficant female figures. Wilhelm finds a dlscusslon partner of
equal rank in the educated actress Aurelia. 'Ihe scene In which Aurelia
inJures the friend does not w1n her favor, but achieves signlficance as
a type of battle between the sexes. 'Ihe "beautiful soul" in the Lehrjahre ls superior to all men through intellect and education, with the
exception of the uncle, who is a kind of self-portrait of Goethe h1mself. 'l.'he uncle respects the pious Moravian wanan so highly just because of her intellectual capaclty. Her niece Natalie, later to beccme
Wllhelm's bride, receives instruct10n from the "beautiful soul," but
uses her education for an actlve, rather than contemplative life. Natalie educates young girls, establishes unlimited activlty as her dictate, and offers chari ty to all "the suffering and needy." Wilhelm not
only regards Natal1e as a partner of equal rank, but even places her
higher than h1mself.
We also encounter well-educated warnen in Wilhelm Melsters Wanderjahre, such as Hilar1e and the beautiful widöw. In the Wanderjahre
Goethe creates a figure that attains the highest level of human perfection, perfection as he understood it. This exemplary character is not
a man, but rather a woman, a very old woman: Makarie. She, too, incorporates the highest intellectual qualit1es.
Makarie' is not only
educated, but clearly a scientist: a doctor, natural scientist, and
astroncmer is her constant ccmpanion and adviser. Many people seek the
guidance of her wards and act1ons. Makarie' s status is so high that
all the men naturally regard her as the supreme authority.
The figure of SUleika in Westöstlicher Divan, as well as Helena in
Faust 11 " are both similar to men in educatlon and intellectual ability. Suleika carnpetes with the poet Ratern by responding to his poems
in verses of her own, as Helen with Faust in the so-called "Rhymefinding" scene.
Goethe also deplcts wanen as equal to man in ingenuity, independence, and professional achievements. Margarethe von Parma. in Egmont
develops the political abilities of a man and thereby receives the appropriate respect from her male peers.
(It is not surprising that
Schiller in h1s Egmont adaptation discarded the figure of Margarethe
von Parma. -- he found such wcmen unacceptable.)
'Ihe woman Wilhelm
Meister in the Lehrjahre first considers taking as a bride, 'Iherese,
distinguishes herself in a traditionally male profession -- that of a
farmer; the neighboring farmers seek her advice. In a simllar manner,
Susanne, in Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre, the "nutbrown girl," is also
a capable professlonal woiilan. SUsanne is the flawless manager of a
weaving mlll, who also appreciates the high respect of her colleagues.
An example of a woman Goethe dist1nguishes through practical talents, is the heroine of Hermann und Dorothea.
Dorothea's abllit1es
hardly diverge frarn the ideal of a mlddle-class wife of her time, as
Hermann personifles a respectable son of the same class. But she develops speclal talents in difficult situatlons, as for instance during
the flight of the refugees in the course of war. Rendering practical "
aid in distress, she proves herself strong and inventlve, thereby loved
by all and admired by Hermann. Goethe also gave her the qual1ty of
herolsm, she ls a courageous, and in emergencies, even militant woman.
When a troop of plundering soldiers try to molest her and other wanen,
she kills several wlth her sword and puts the rest to fllght. In those
times this qual1ty appeared so offensive that no one less than vl1lhelm
von Humboldt publicly rebuked the author.
In general Goethe emphasized the feminine qualities of his wanen,
with all the advantages as weH as disadvantages of pure fem1ninity.
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But he did not place any restrictions. He did not hesitate to endow
his wanen characters with masculine traits, as he did Dorothea 0 1' Margarethe von Panna. 'lhe heroine of the political tragedy Die natürliche
Tbchter combines
typically
feminine
characterlstlcs
SUCh
as
understanding, vanity, and curiosity, with traits that -- at least then
-- were regarded as typically mascul1ne. She is a reckless horseback
rider, Who exceeds men in daring, she pursues political ambition, and
her intellectual capacities allow her to compete with men in other
fields.
'lhis is also shown in the intelligent and fearless way in
Which she secures herself a pI ace in exile, a dangerous position, Which
she saves for future political transactions. In this manne I' she ends
up as the active person in the play, While the otherwise superior man
is forced into a strikingly passive role.
Certain traits usually considered "masculine" also appeal' in those
women who are important to Wilhelm Meister in the Lehrjahre. Natalie,
as long as he seeks her, remains "the beautiful Amazon," once he has
met her in riding breeches and "a man' S coat." 'lhe term "Amazon" also
aptly describes 'lherese. At one point one says of her: "She shames a
hund red men, and I would like to call her a true Amazon," Which means
the following: 'lherese likes to dress as a man, and for Wilhelm she is
no less attracUve When he sees her in the attire of a "well-mannered
young hunter." Here, too, Goethe combines pure femininity with a masculine touch, Which is not at all negative.
Goethe also attributes merits to women Who might be cons ldered of
a disreputable type, for instance, to the heroine of the ballad ~r
Gott und die Bajadere; 01' the famous lll-famed Phil1ne in Wllhelm
Meisters Lehrjahre. 'lhe actress Philine is a type of coquet, a flirtatious woman. 'lhe public at that time was shocked by this figure, and
even Goethe's friends such as Herder, Lavatel', and Jacobi expressed the
same reaction. It is remarkable that Goethe portrayed this woman as
exceptionally kind.
He described her as the "pleasant sinneI''' and
thereby created a new type. Philine is wann-hearted, generous, helpful, and completely unselfish in her love. He also allows her to become Wilhelm's sister-in-law. 'lhe actress, like Wilhelrn, enters a noble farnlly through marriage, Which obviously went againflt the es tablished concepts of propriety and morality. Society had to condemn such
a betrothal as a blatant misalliance. Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre even
ends with three misalliances, as Schiller had noted. We must consider
the influence of the French Revolution on Goethe, since the novel appeared shortly afterwards. But we must also remember that Goethe depicted relationships between men and warnen of different social classes,
unobstructed by the disparity, long before the revolution.
In Faust, as already in Urfaust and in Egmont, the hero loves a
woman who is socially inferior. In Gretchen and Clä rchen Goethe portrays the type of unpretentious, simple girl of the people and the intellectual rnen of status who love and admire this natural type. Goethe
gives Clärchen, as he did to Philine, exceptional character traits and
thereby refutes possible objections. 'lhe distinctive characteristics
are again courage and valor. When tyranny rules the country, When Fgmont is captured and threatened by execution, nobody makes an effort to
have him released, except Clärchen Who appeals to the masses for opposition, Whlle a11 rnen, without exception, are cowardly and refuse to
take arms. Goethe expresses her superiority, as opposed to that of the
men, in a pantomine at the end of the tragedy. We see the Goddess of
Freedom appeal' in Egmont' s drearn and Freedom "carries the traits of
Clärchen." 'lhe apotheosis of a girl rising out of the multitude is
based on ideas Which were la tel' awakened by the French Revolution. Again, Schiller, in his treatment of Egmont, removed the scene of Clär-
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chen's appearance in a drearn. Tb see a woman receive such glorification contradicted his views.
Goethe reintroduced the scene after
Schiller's death -- he found it indispensable for his conception of the
entire werk and especially for the figure of Clärchen.
In Faust 11 Goethe shows, in a slmilarly symbolic way, the equality even the superiority of warnen. In the final scene the Q.Jeen of
Heaven refers Faust to Gretchen, the penitent she has pardoned. Gretchen should "instruct" Faust. If he entrusts herself to her gUidance,
Faust will be able to follow her into higher spheres. 'lhus the final
statement about the Eternal-Feminine that "draws us on," is tied to the
original unpretentious figure of the simple girl.
We have seen that Goethe allows women to compete with men in the
most diversified ways. 'lhe positive attitude of Goethe toward warnen
can be reduced to the following statement: he eliminates What I would
like to call the Eternal male-oriented point of view, to regard warnen
above all as sex objects 01' wanting to limit them to the role of the
housewife. If one takes this into account, then one must admit: no
writer has done as much for women as Goethe, Who in his portrayal of
women presents them with practically unlimited possibilities for selfdevelopnent.
Schiller and Friedrich Schlegel once publicly debated Whether 01'
not intelligence and an extensive education were necessary 01' even desirable for warnen. At the end of the controversy Goethe took a stance
as arbitrator in a collection of short stories published in 1800, entitled Die guten Frauen. Here we find Goethe's most important theoretical pronouncements on the question of warnen in general. Friedrich
Schlegel referred to the role of the educated woman among the ancient
Greeks in his Diot1ma essay, Which appeared in 1795, and following the
example of Pythagoras, Plato, and others, describes the educated, "independent" woman as the highest female type. In opposition to Humboldt's essays on the difference between the sexes, Friedrich Schlegel
advocates a certain balance between the sexes and suggests that: "Only
independent femininity, only gentle masculinity is good and beautiful."
Schiller quarrels with this theory in his poem Würde der Frauen, in accordance with his attitude toward women, a typically male-oriented
point of view. Schiller agreed with his friend Humboldt, that women
should always be extremely feminine and men as masculine as possible.
In Würde der Frauen Schiller describes men with such phrases as:
"man' s wild strength," his "savage and brutal desires ," his "hostlle
ardor," his "destructive force," and so on. 'lhe warnen, on the other
hand, always appeal' limited to "restricted action," the "modest hut,"
to "quiet farne." 'lhey are ideal housewives, a combination of "chlld"
and "angel," Friedrich Schlegel responded in a review full of scorn
and derision: "Men l1ke these should have their hands and legs bound;
leading strings and a protective bonnet would be fitting for such wornen;" he means a baby's outfit. Schiller, on his part, retorted with a
se ries of poems in Which he again contrasted the "virtues" of men and
women with the characteristic male-oriented limitation of warnen. Women
have only one virtue: "they should be lovely," women can rule "only
with charm." Schiller, stubbornly and categorically, rejects the intellectual woman. She lacks feminine beauty. "Some," says Schiller,
"nevertheless ruled through intellectual power and deeds, but then they
withdrew from you, highest crown." Friedrich Schlegel and Schleiermacher again responded to these poems with sharp polemic in the fragments of the Athenaum. Goethe acted as a judge in the controversy in
his collection Die guten Frauen. He disagrees with Schiller's theory
that warnen should only rule with charm, not with intellectual prowess,
by naming various qualities enabling womeh to govern. Goethe divides
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women into "three classes" and says: "'Ihe active wornan, created to
earn and to support, is master in the house; the beautiful one, sllghtly and superflcially educated, is master in large circles; the thoroughly educated wanan rules small circles." With the sentence that the
"thoroughly educated woman rules small circles," Goethe pI aces the intellectual wanan on top because, in his eyes, the "small circles" were
the lmportant ones, the intellectual circles which cultivated and promoted intellectual understanding, as Goethe demonstrated in Tasso.
Goethe's judgment of men is like Solomon's. Men, he says, should
have nothing feminine about them, otherwise "they forfeit, because
their superiority lies not in moderate, but controlled strength." Here
he rejects Schlegel' s ideal of "gentle masculinity" and also contradicts Schiller: Goethe wants to see man controlled, not wild, ruthless, and destructive. Goethe completely accepts Friedrich Schlegel's
point of view in his depiction of the perfeet weman by declaring, "If
women acquire sanething from men, they profit, because if additional
energy enables them to elevate their other qualities, then a being will
cane into existence far more perfeet than any other."
Experience
shows, as Goethe continues, that "in today' s world" wanen "have a
greater capacity for education" than men. Herein also lies the reproach against Schiller for not taking into account the experience one
could gather fran educated women like Caroline Schlegel.
In this context Goethe says somethlng very lmportant about the
rlghts of women:
I maintain that it 1s much more difflcul t to become a
perfeet man, than 1t is to become aperfect wanan; the
saylng: "He shall be your master" 1s the utterance of a
barbar1c age which has long since passed. Men could not
educate themselves without bestowing the same rights on
wornen; when women educated themsel ves, the scale was
balanced, and by being more capable of education, they
tip the scale to their advantage.
These words in favor of wanen were above all intended for Schiller. Goethe appeals to his friend's conscience by saying that the role
of wornen in modern tlmes can no langer be defined by the first Book of
Moses. 'Ihe image of the scale which appears in this statement seems
very appropriate to Goethe' s representation of the two sexes in his
work. Again and again we see educated rnen and women balanced on the
scale, and often the scale tips toward the women.
Having examined Goethe's attitude toward wanen in society as reflected in his werk, we can summarize: Goethe holds a view that is
definitely not rnale-oriented. Goethe's views on the role of women can
be seen as progressive and as displaying adefinite affinity with the
spirit of the French Revolution. Above all, Goethe regards wanen not
only as equal to rnen, but even asslgns them a more privileged position.
Sirnilar results ensue when we consider Goethe's relationship to wanen
pursued from a biographical point of view.
To begin with, Goethe's not typically male-oriented point of view
be comes apparent if ws consider the selection of wanen who played an
important role in his life. Holding the basic conviction that wanen
can be educated, Goethe always sought wanen receptive to instruction.
Already with his first love, Gretchen fran Frankfurt, we see Goethe in
the role of the teacher. His depiction in Dichtung und Wahrheit remains symbolic of his entire life. Goethe tried to educate rnany wanen.
Even Ulrike von Levetzow, his last love, was instructed in "flowers,
rocks, stars and literature," in her own words. Here we must neverthe-
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less acknowledge the influence of Goethe's intellectual sister, Cornelia, who brought out the teacher in hlm in earliest childhood, but also
the significance of an educated rnother and grandmother. Frorn youth to
old age, Goethe strove to encourage the education and developnent of
wornen.
Young Goethe's ascetic attitude could not have derived from
either his sister or his neurotic tendencies, in fact such total asceticisrn did not exist. 'Ihe assertions of the psychoanalyst Eissler that
Goethe was a "hysterie personality," that neurotic disturbances kept
hirn frorn any intlmate relations with wanen before his second stay in
Rorne, lack sufficient proof and contradict all known facts. Goethe was
of an extremely passionate nature, and erotic passion is especially expressed in his early works. In his early poems we encounter a particular hot-blooded sensuality, as hardly found in the rest of German literature. No author is capable of such expression wlthout the required
experience, especially not Goethe, who always began with experience,
with reality.
Goethe was not a purely male-oriented man, but was certainly rnasculine. 'Ihe absurd conjecrure of Goethe's asceticism was only possible
due to a special quallty of his: his famous fear of marriage, which
was already a puzzle for Goethe' s friends.
'Ihe reasons that kept
Goethe frorn marrylng had nothlng to do with his sexual attitude toward
women, but rather with his elementary needs. Goethe could only be productive, as he often pointed out, in absolute solltude. 'lliat rneant he
had to preserve his total freedorn at hane. 'lliis dornestic privllege
weuld have been lost had he married a woman of his own social s~andlng,
a lady from the upper classes as for instance his fiancee in Frankfurt,
Lili, 01' later the extremely attractive Countess Brancoli The experiences with Lili Schonemann forced hlm to recognize the consequences:
his house would have becorne a center for social gatherings, evening after evenlng, endless numbers of guests and innumerable responsibilities. The writer's creative force would have been paralyzed. 'lliis is
why Goethe broke off the engagement with Lili and remained unmarried.
In doing so he had to make a difficult but necessary sacrifice.
After his journey to Italy, Goethe solved the problem of marriage
in a way that was also beneflcial to his werk. He took Christiane Vulpius, a lover frorn the lower class, into his house without marrylng
her. Christiane secured his freedorn at horne. Goethe's house was fran
then on viewed with disfavor, and wanen from the upper class· avoided it
altogether. But the price was not too high, because in this way Goethe
obtained the needed peace for his werk. His decision can be cornpared
to Egrnont's. Undisturbed by the difference in class and the judgment
of society, he attached hlmself to a poer but worthy girl. It could be
called a practical contribution to the French Revolution, in the same
way as Egmont had al ready anticipated its spirit. Goethe actually did
see his relationship to Christiane Vulpius as connected to the revolution. 'Ihey got together one year before the outbreak of the French
Revolution, and every year when this day in rnid-July returned, he weuld
rernernber both events. Christiane's rnerits are well known: her exceptional warmheartedness, her kindness, her conscientiousness, which was
not only demonstrated in the household. For twe decades she also pro- '
vided Goethe with valuable assistance while he directed the theater at
the court in Weimar. It is no coincidence that the confllct which led
to Goethe' s resignation as theater director took place a year after
Christiane's death.
She demonstrated valor and courage slmilar to many heroines in
Goethe' s werks. Christiane probably saved Goethe' s life during the War
of 1806, when due to her resolute appearance she overcame plunderlng
soldiers who were threatening the then alling poet. Thus Goethe en-
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countered a dauntless and detennined warnan in his carnpanion, the courageous woman he glorified as writer in Clärchen, Mignon, Dorothea, and
Johanna Sebus. A few days later Goethe transfonned his unsanctioned
marriage into a legal one. Goethe had already taken his unsanctioned
marriage very seriously, in tenns of fidelity toward his partner.
After the legal1zation of his own marriage, mari tal fidelity is also
vigorously treated in his w::>rk, particular1y in Die Wahlverwandtschaften. 'Ihe author of Die Wahlverwandtschaften regarded loyalty as
his strictest personal dictate.
It may be difficult to detennine how much Goethe actually furthered the cause of wanen. However, insofar as a belief in the equal
rank and education of warnen grew in Germany, it must be prlmarily attributed to hlm. Goethe had, indeed, learned to see and had shown that
there are such warnen in real life, warnen who are not only housewives or
sex objects. When I stress that he had learned to see, I am specifically referring to illustrious men in Goethe's time who still wanted to
contest the equal rights of women. Goethe conducted his opposition according to plan, which he mentioned in a letter to Schiller. In this
letter he mocks modern philosophers who oppose all that is real, who
stubbornly "conmit themselves to negation," who, for instance, deny the
presence of movement.
Such "discla1mers of movement," Goethe says,
should best be dealt with in the following manner: "All one needs to
do is incessantly walk back and forth in front of them." In the same
way he dealt with those who dismissed the capabllities of women. "He
incessantly walked back and forth in front of them," by portraying one
lmposing wornan after another, as a playwright, poet and novel1s t.

